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The year of 2006 is finishing and 2007 is coming. Coincidentally the fireworks are repeated, peace
desires and purposes are made and the assurance that the show must go on at least for somebody and
that the hell also goes on for others. Maybe someone needs to get thin or quit smoking, or also change the
job accupation to earn some more money, when other will need a job or even a new love to guide their
life.

Speacking about the profession, we still need to grow as care profesionals who have the human being
as our action object and that needs to re-affirm our private auction. To grow as healthcare professional
category that knows how to develop multidisciplinary and professional action approaches with quality and
that make difference in the care of the people. Growing as a members of an organized professional
association that fights for nursing category since the past century. Growing and preserving what was
gained and the dedication in going ahead to reach unreached goals. That task was not easy.

The year that is finishing brought a number of challenges for the ABEn and also for brazilian nurses.
Many of them were overcome, other not yet. However, despite they have forced a constant and hard
work, they result in a positive balance, because defending positions were consolidated for nursing and
some fights were won.

We still need to make our representative entity more strong. We all are ABEn. In the next year
elections are to come both for National and Sectional representatives. Did you ever think about participating?
Have you ever felt this challenge come to you to bring your ideas to dabate and with your actuation to
contribute for growing and until the change for profession needs?

May usual season’s messages and whishes touch you to participate of our ABEn.
Have you all of good.

Everything is all right again


